Don't have time to read the entire book, PDF, PowerPoint, or text document to get the one piece of information you are interested in knowing? Have you ever wanted to ask an author a question? Here are two tools that might be helpful.

**Artificial Intelligence Session #1**

**AskPDF**
[AskPDF: https://askyourpdf.com/](https://askyourpdf.com/)

**AskBooks**
[AskBooks: https://www.askbooks.ai/](https://www.askbooks.ai/)

Please take 3-4 minutes to complete the feedback survey if you took advantage of resources for this Tech Tuesday. Thank you! [https://forms.gle/RVAvg8kB5UdZKc98](https://forms.gle/RVAvg8kB5UdZKc98)
ChatGPT: How to Create AI Lessons

Thursday, August 24, 9:30 AM

Join us for an innovative workshop exploring the exciting intersection of education and artificial intelligence.

This workshop is designed for educators across all levels and disciplines, equipping them with the tools to teach their students about generative AI, specifically as it relates to your discipline.

Over half of our students are using generative AI. It is imperative we teach our students how to appropriately and ethically use generative AI. After all, we’re teachers!

Speakers
- Kelsey Behringer, Chief Executive Officer – Packback
- Ri Cantlin, Curriculum Consultant – Packback
- Cynthia Wilson, Vice President for Learning and Chief Impact Officer – The League of Innovation in the Community College

REGISTER HERE

Academic Integrity in the Era of AI

Turnitin is available to faculty and is embedded in Canvas assignments for your students. Would you like to learn more? Registered for one of the training sessions being offered by the vendor, Turnitin.

AI-assisted writing tools such as ChatGPT are a hot topic in academia right now. During this session, we will discuss what Turnitin has been doing to develop tools to help instructors and students, as well as the unique opportunities and challenges this time period poses.

REGISTER HERE